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• Gold-bashing in the major 
media…is good news!

• 5 reasons why gold will 
blast off in 2005

• The new billion-dollar gold 
fund: should you invest?

Maybe you saw the article in USA Today: 
November 25, page 1B.

It said, “Gold is on a tear, but where are 
investors?...Gold is having a party, but investors 
aren’t coming.” The article claimed no one’s buying 
gold, despite its 18-year highs.

The reporter even had the nerve to include 
me—his whole article was sour on gold, then he 
quotes one bullish sentence from me at the end. I 
wouldn’t have bothered answering his questions, if 
I’d known how skewed his article would be.

But his article is only one of many lately. 
The major media seem very unhappy that gold 
is rising—and they’re all jumping on the gold-
bashing bandwagon.

The New Yorker just ran a true hack-piece, 
saying “gold is a testament to the tenacity of 
popular delusion.” The writer asked, “What is gold, 
after all? Strictly speaking, it’s a commodity, like 
oil, steel, or lead, albeit not an especially useful 
one.”

 Huh? Was the author sober when he wrote 
this? Gold has been valued for 6,000 years, not 
only for its beauty, but also because it’s one of the 
most useful substances in existence. 

Gold is uniquely conductive: only silver and 
copper come close to its conduction of heat and 
electricity. It’s uniquely reflective: NASA gold-
plates the visors of the astronauts’ space suits, 
to protect their eyes from direct sunlight. It’s 
uniquely malleable: one ounce can be beaten into a 
translucent sheet covering 10.5 square yards. It’s 
uniquely ductile: one ounce can be drawn into a 
wire 50 miles long. 

As a result, gold is used in electronics, jewelry, 
dentistry, medicine, space science, nanotechnology, 
and much more.

The writer continued, “Gold is only as valuable 
as long we collectively agree that it is…It has no 
more intrinsic value than feldspar or quartz. Just 

 “USA Today Blows It!”
“USA Today, the New Yorker, and other major 

media are claiming gold is going nowhere.

“Wrong, wrong, wrong! I’m looking for $1,000 
gold…maybe even in 2005! Here’s why!”
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because it has a long history of being used as 
money doesn’t mean that it has a future. In the 
end, our trust in gold is no different than our trust 
in a piece of paper with ‘one dollar’ written on it.”

I say that’s…

Baloney!

Doesn’t he get it? Gold has a history of being 
used as money because it has intrinsic value. 

Back when our coins were actually minted 
from valuable things, a piece of copper was only 
worth a little…and therefore was used for the 
penny. (Today, the penny is a copper-coated disk 
of zinc instead, but never mind.) Nickel was worth 
a bit more, so it was used for the five-cent coin. A 
small piece of silver was more valuable still, so it 
became the dime…and larger chunks became the 
half-dollar and dollar.

Back then, when you gave somebody a coin, the 
metal itself was worth something. And not because 
some government stamped a number on it. Metals 
are valued based on their usefulness, beauty, and 
rarity…and gold excels in all three categories!

The author seems to think gold’s history as 
money is an accident. But for 6,000 years, untold 
peoples and nations have had excellent reasons for 
valuing gold so highly. Over 2,000 years ago, the 
Greek philosopher Aristotle even declared gold to 
be the “perfect money”! 

And the author’s comment about gold being no 
different than a piece of paper is hilarious. Gold is 
such a great investment today because it’s not a 
piece of paper! The world is drowning in an ocean 
of US dollars, and the US is printing more pieces 
of green paper just as fast as the presses can run. 
The dollar is plummeting in value as a result. 
But—unlike the greenback—the government can’t 
print more gold! 

The writer concluded his article by saying 
that with gold, “You’re buying into a collective 
hallucination.” Yes, there’s a hallucination at work 
here, but only in the author’s brain!

These ridiculous articles have me all fired up! 
So I decided to devote this issue to…

Five Reasons Why 
Gold Will Surge in 2005!

(Actually, there are lots more reasons than just 
five, but that’s all I have room for this month.) I’ll 
start with…
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Reason #1: 
The Dying Dollar

In the last few issues, I’ve kept you up-to-date 
with the fall of the dollar. But the bad news keeps 
rolling in.

The dollar has continued its recent plunge, 
now down 9% just in the last three months. Dollar 
holders have lost 9% of their savings’ purchasing-
power just since early September. Central banks 
and foreign governments have some $2 trillion in 
their forex reserves, so they’ve lost almost $200 
billion in value in the last 12 weeks or so. Small 
wonder they’re openly talking about “exiting their 
positions” before their dollars devalue any more. 
When they sell, the dollar will fall off a cliff.

Plus, the US is bleeding red ink. Our federal 
debt is now past $7.5 trillion—in October and 
November alone, we added another $146 billion to 
our debt. That’s an annual rate of $876 billion—
almost $300 billion higher than 2003, which was 
already a record amount.

We’re now borrowing $2.4 billion per day for our 
spending orgy.  That’s every single day—weekends 
and holidays included. $1.66 million every minute. 
Your personal share is up to $25,613—and ring up 
another $25,000 for every person in your family 
too.

Who’s lending our government all this money? 
Not US citizens—we’re up past our eyeballs in 
debt ourselves. The US savings rate has fallen 
to a pathetic 0.2%—the second-lowest rate in our 
nation’s history (and the lowest rate, right after 
9/11, was a statistical quirk from the financial 
market disruptions).

So foreigners have been bankrolling our wild 
spending. Foreigners now own about $1.9 trillion 
of US Treasury debt. Japan alone holds $720 
billion (up from $584 billion just since January). 
China has $174 billion (up from $157 billion).

But these lenders get smacked every time the 
dollar falls further. For example, each penny the 
dollar loses costs Japan $7.2 billion in purchasing 
power. Imagine how many antacid tablets Japanese 
officials have been chewing lately—as they watch 
the dollar sink lower, and lower…

Foreigners are fed up—they’re tired of 

watching their savings melt away. Unsurprisingly, 
a “rebellion of the lenders” is starting. When 
foreigners finally stop “lending to the bankrupt,” 
our interest rates will go sky-high in a desperate 
attempt to attract other lenders. Which will 
torpedo our stock and bond markets…and send 
gold skyward. 

A couple of days ago, the UK’s Observer had an 
article titled…

“Japan threatens 
huge dollar sell-off”!

Japan is getting clobbered more than most by 
our floundering dollar—and the article said Japan 
is now warning the White House about it. There 
will be “enormous capital flight” from the dollar 
if we don’t do something about our “mounting 
currency crisis.” Japan’s warning is “a veiled 
threat that Japan could start to sell off its multi-
billion-dollar holdings of US Treasuries.” 

This is a no-win trap for the US. If we don’t 
strengthen the dollar, Japan will start selling 
Treasuries (and crash our bond market, which will 
inflate mortgage rates and kill real estate). But 
if we do strengthen it, our skyrocketing current-
account deficit gets even worse… setting us up for 
an eventual dollar crash anyway. The dollar is a 

“dead currency walking.”

Other countries are warning us, too. For 
example, the chief economist of the Bank of 
England recently said the dollar is looking to drop 
by another 15 percent. He spoke of a “crash” in our 
currency.

A recent Bloomberg article said it was “only a 
matter of time” before Treasury yields skyrocket, 
once foreigners stop financing our orgy. But it also 
pointed out Asian central banks will take huge 
losses, since their large piles of Treasury notes 
will plummet in value. (Their notes will have lower 
rates than the newer ones.) So investment banking 
giant Morgan Stanley is now recommending that  

“Asia fights back” by dumping their dollars and 
Treasuries.

The chief economist at Morgan Stanley 
recently calculated America has only a 10 percent 
chance of avoiding “economic Armageddon.” He 
warned of a “spectacular wave of bankruptcies.” 
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Why? Our record trade deficit means the dollar 
will keep falling, so rates will have to rise to keep 
our debt attractive to foreigners. US consumers 
will get pounded by the higher rates. What’s worse, 
foreigners will get smacked by higher rates, and 
dump their Treasuries—making the greenback 
fall further, and rates go higher…sucking us into a 
vicious repeating cycle. 

Even the Federal Reserve is warning of 
catastrophe. Fed Reserve Board Governor Edward 
Gramlich said our budget deficit is “dangerous,” 
and we have a “false sense of security” about our 
economic future…

Alan Greenspan recently warned that 
foreigners are getting “a diminished 

appetite for adding to dollar balances.” 
In other words, foreigners will stop 

buying our debt—and then 
it’s bye-bye, dollar.

The US is caught in a trap from which there’s 
no escape.

If we don’t devalue our dollar, our current-
account deficit will kill us (as I’ve explained in 
past issues). But if we do devalue the dollar, Japan 
(and probably other countries too) will dump their 
dollars and Treasuries, and we’re just as dead.

Either way, gold goes up. Since gold is priced 
in dollars, a fall in the dollar means a jump in the 
price of gold!

Reason #2: 
Surging gold demand

Despite bearish media reports, gold demand is 
exploding upwards.

The Wall Street Journal recently commented 
there’s a “speculative gold rush on the [COMEX ] 
floor these days, fueled by hedge funds and other 
big institutional traders.” The article refers to it as 
a “stampede.” 

The new streetTRACKS gold ETF (exchange-
traded fund) has also been a spectacular 
success. Demand for gold in this form has been 
overwhelming; $1.3 billion poured into it just in 
the first three days of trading. (See the next page 
for more on this.)

And surging US gold demand is puny compared 

Latest prices as GEA goes to press—
December 14, 2004

Comex spot contract: silver $6.70, gold $435.80
Nymex spot platinum: $830.00, palladium $187.00
Nymex Light Sweet Crude Oil $41.30

           

Silver coins
 
100 1 oz. silver American Eagles              

100 1 oz. common rounds

$1,000 face value US pre-1965
    coin bag (circulated)

$1,000 face value US circulated
    silver dollar bag (VG or better)

US Morgan silver dollars   PCGS MS64
    PCGS MS65
    PCGS MS66

Platinum coins

U.S. Platinum Eagle: 1 oz.
   1/2 oz.
   1/4 oz.
   1/10 oz.

Gold coins

Australian Kangaroo
British sovereign  (Kings)
   (Elizabeths)
Canadian Maple Leaf
Credit Suisse 1 oz. gold bar
Mexican 50 peso Centenario
South African Krugerrand

US Gold Eagle:  1 oz.
   1/2 oz.
   1/4 oz.
   1/10 oz.

US $20 double eagle:
Liberty  Raw MS60
  NGC MS63
  NGC MS64
  NGC MS65
Saint Gaudens Raw MS60
  NGC MS63
  NGC MS64
  NGC MS65

Prices courtesy of Finest Known, Boca Raton, FL.
(800) 806-3468.

Dealer
will buy

at this
price

$850

$679

$4,600

$7,500

$40
$120
$300

$825
$420
$210

$85

$444
$100
$100
$433
$444
$519
$434

$444
$225
$112

$45

$500
$750

$1,450
$4,150

$525
$640
$750

$1,250

Dealer
will sell

at this
price

$940

$729

$4,950

$8,500

$50
$140
$330

$855
$450
$240
$100

$457
$115
$115
$458
$457
$539
$447

$457
$235
$122

$50

$570
$850

$1,850
$4,850

$600
$725
$825

$1,450
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Should you invest in the streetTRACKS Gold ETF?
My recommendation is…No!

I heartily recommend physical gold for your 
portfolio—bullion and select rare coins. For leverage, 
I’ve also recommended a managed futures fund.

But now the streetTRACKS ETF is available, 
and attracting a lot of attention. So I’m getting lots of 
questions about it. Is it a good way to invest in gold? I’d 
say… NO!

Here’s how streetTRACKS works. Supposedly, 
when you buy shares in the Fund, you’re buying shares 
in the gold the Fund owns. The more shares you buy 
(from the Trustee), the more gold that’s bought and 
stored for you (by the Fund’s Custodian). So investors 
get to own gold without having to store it themselves.

That’s the pitch, anyway. The reality is a bit 
different. It turns out the gold the investors “own” is 
completely insecure. It might not even exist at all!

First of all, realize that the Trustee (from which you 
buy shares) doesn’t keep your gold. It contracts storage 
out to a Custodian. But the Trustee has only a limited 
right to audit the Custodian, to make sure your gold is 
being kept safely. 

That’s bad enough. But the Custodian, in turn, can 
give your gold to someone else: a “sub-custodian.” If 
that happens, the Trustee has no right to monitor the 
subcustodian at all!

Sound crazy? See for yourself. The Fund’s SEC 
registration is available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/
edgar/data/1222333/000095013604003776/file001.htm. 
I’ll quote directly from it. 

This is from page 37: “The ability of the Trustee 
to monitor the performance of the Custodian may be 
limited because under the Custody Agreements the 
Trustee may, only up to twice a year, visit the premises 
of the Custodian for the purpose of examining the 
Trust’s gold and certain related records…In addition, 
the Trustee has no right to visit the premises of 
any subcustodian for the purposes of examining 
the Trust’s gold…and no subcustodian is obligated 
to cooperate in any review the Trustee may wish 
to conduct of the facilities, procedures, records or 
creditworthiness of such subcustodian.”

Wait, it gets better!
The subcustodians can also give your gold to 

other people, who can give it to other people, who can 
give…etc. But none of them even have to agree to keep 
your gold safe! Page 44: “The Custodian does not have 
written custody agreements with the subcustodians 
it selects. The Custodian’s selected subcustodians 
may appoint further subcustodians. These further 
subcustodians are not expected to have written 
custody agreements with the Custodian’s 
subcustodians that selected them. The lack of such 
written contracts could affect the recourse of the 
Trust and the Custodian against any subcustodians in 

the event a subcustodian does not use due care in 
the safekeeping of the Trust’s gold.”

But surely, the Custodian must at least try to 
choose trustworthy people? 

No! The Custodian isn’t even obligated to get your 
gold back if some sub-sub-subcustodian steals it! “The 
Custodian is not responsible for their selection of further 
subcustodians….The Custodian is not responsible 
for the actions or inactions of subcustodians…The 
Custodian may not have the right to, and does not have 
the obligation to, seek recovery of the gold from any 
subcustodians appointed by a subcustodian.”

Well, if the worst happens, at least your investment 
is insured, right? 

Wrong! Page 45: “The Custodian and the Trustee 
will not require any direct or indirect subcustodians 
to be insured or bonded with respect to their custodial 
activities…Shareholders cannot be assured that 
the Custodian will maintain adequate insurance 
with respect to the gold held by the Custodian on behalf 
of the Trust.”

Is all this starting to smell really fishy to you? Then 
you’ll love this next part! 

The Fund lists its gold holdings on its website. 
There are 6,981 gold bars listed…but as somebody 
recently pointed out, 78 of them have duplicate serial 
numbers! So 156 bars are questionable—2.2 percent of 
the Fund’s total holdings! (And they aren’t accidental 
duplicate listings, either: bars with the same number 
are listed with different weights. By the way, this list 
is updated weekly—the newest one as I write this has 
grown a bit, but still contains the duplicates.)

The Fund is supposed to maintain London Good 
Delivery gold bars—these have to meet the standards 
of the LBMA (London Bullion Market Association). 
Every good delivery bar has a unique serial number. 
This number is stamped into the back of every bar as 
it’s forged, and is used to track the bar as its ownership 
changes. This is how the big boys trade and track large 
amounts of bullion, and how they know the bars are 
100% gold (instead of gold-plated lead). There aren’t 
any duplicate numbers—not of real gold good-delivery 
bars, anyway!

Gold industry insiders were stunned by this 
revelation—the Fund isn’t even one month old, and this 
kind of scandal has already erupted. 

I recommend you stay far, far away from the 
streetTRACKS fund. To profit from rising gold, stick 
to my recommendations: bullion and rare coins in 
your possession, or for more leverage try Precision 
Futures (http://www.precisionfutures.com). Stay away from 
“shares” in a highly questionable amount of gold, held 
by some uninsured, unbonded, and untrustworthy sub-
sub-subcustodian you’ll never meet!

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1222333/000095013604003776/file001.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1222333/000095013604003776/file001.htm
http://www.precisionfutures.com
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to the rest of the world’s. The World Gold Council 
just released data for the third quarter, and 
in dollar terms, total world demand was up 17 
percent over last year’s.

China Daily recently said, “The gold rush is 
reaching a feverish pitch in major cities across 
China.” For the first time since the Communists 
took power in 1949, the 1.3 billion Chinese can now 
own gold. And the race is on…

One company (the Shanghai Gold Coin 
Investment Co. Ltd.) recently issued some bullion. 
In just one week, their offering of 1.985 tons of gold 
sold out completely!

The Bank of China introduced a new gold-based 
investment this year (called “Gold Treasure”). 
Trading has increased over 40% per month.

China Gold Coin Inc. recently minted gold bars 
to commemorate the Year of the Rooster. One Beijing 
store sold its entire 300 kilograms (660 pounds!) 
stock in just seven hours. Now some stores are 
introducing telephone hotlines, so consumers can 
order gold over the phone and not be disappointed 
by sold-out stores.

A recent questionnaire by the 
Beijing Gold Economic Development 
Research Center in 10 major cities in 

China showed 70 percent of respondents 
said they would invest in gold 

if they had the money.

Oil and gold: what’s going on?

Gold recently fell by about 5%. And oil is 
down $15 from its October highs.

What’s going on? Are the bull markets over?

Not at all! No bull market ever goes straight 
up.  The few times this ever happens, it usually 
means a blow-off top—which means a crash 
is coming on the other side. It’s normal—and 
healthy—for small corrections to happen along 
the way.

Remember, I’ve been telling you about 
long-term trends in these markets. Short-term 
blips up and down will happen along the way. 
We’re looking at overall forces that will bring 
them higher in the coming months...but not 
necessarily this week.

Yes, gold took a beating recently, losing 5% 
or so. But it’s already regained some of its losses, 
and is still up significantly for the year. 

I’m not concerned about any of this. In fact, 
I expect to see more volatility in gold from now 
on, so swings like this will be more common. As 
the bull market takes off, there will be broader 
participation by the public, and more trading—
this will amplify random price movements. 

Also, the new gold funds (streetTRACKS  

and others still in the works) will have an effect. 
These funds are making gold available to more 
“conventional” investors, who tend to act as a 
herd. Good news will bring the traders piling 
in, bad news will scare them out. Compared to 
most Wall Street markets, gold is thinly traded, 
so we’ll see large—but temporary—swings in the 
price. 

Overall, I see pullbacks in gold to be buying 
opportunities.

As for oil, I warned you last month the price 
would fall. Hurricane Ivan’s effects on offshore 
oil platforms are largely over now. Plus, Saudi 
Arabia just brought some new capacity on-line.

But long-term, oil has nowhere to go but 
up! Global demand will continue to increase, 
but nobody has any spare production capacity 
left. And output is steadily (and inevitably) 
falling from most oil-producing countries around 
the world. (I discuss this in more detail in my 
upcoming book, The Global War for Oil: A 
Survival Guide to the Coming Energy Shock.)

Even with the recent fall, oil is still up 18% 
for the year. It will backfill for a little while, but 
I’m looking for it to resume its upward climb in 
2005. 
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70 percent of 1.3 billion is 910,000,000 people. 
Imagine what will happen to gold’s price when 
they all start bidding for it!

Meanwhile in India, the world’s largest gold 
market, demand in November was up 40% over 
last year. And the Indian Express recently said, 
“In the months to come, the mania around gold will 
only increase!”

Indians have been steady buyers of gold all 
along, but some thought they’d be deterred by 
gold’s recent price rise. That’s not the case at all. 
The Hindu News Update reported, “Gold prices are 
soaring, but Indians continue buying.” The article 
said Indians are “serious buyers who come for 
buying purposes irrespective of the prices.”

You might be wondering about individual 
investors in the US. Gold-buyers on COMEX and 
the new ETF traders are mostly big institutions, 
not individuals. And as the New Yorker pointed 
out, most individual US investors are yawning 
about gold—so far. But this is good news for those 
who get on board now. The gold bull market is still 
in its infancy—when US investors finally wake up, 
we’ll ride a huge leg up from here. 

And I believe this will happen soon. Over the 
last five years, gold is up over 56 percent. In that 
same time, the Dow Jones Industrials have lost 
6.1 percent, and the NASDAQ is still down by 60 
percent! 

Finally, Wall Street is starting to notice, or so it 
seems. The Wall Street Journal just ran an article 
(“Wealthy Investors Add Coins to Portfolios”) about 
the growing bull market in rare coins. The article 
pointed out that the CU3000 Rare Coin Index (an 
index of the 3000 most actively-traded coins) is up 
18% over the last three years, “far outpacing the 
S&P 500.”

(The article also warned that new investors 
often overpay for inferior coins—so it’s vital to buy 
from a trustworthy dealer. I recommend Chuck 
Aultman of Finest Known:  1-800-806-3468.)

When the markets finally wake up to the gold 
bull—when some of the $139 billion that went into 
mutual funds this year gets channeled into gold 
instead—hold on, we’re going to the moon!

Reason #3: 
Tight gold supply

As demand for gold has taken off, gold supply 
hasn’t kept up. In fact, it’s falling.

According to Smith Barney, supply from gold 
mines is down, running 95 tons below 2003 levels. 
Mines have experienced rising costs (up 13%, to 
$246 per ounce), from spikes in oil and other 
factors.

Plus, official sales (from central banks and 
so on) are down. Net official sales for 2004 are 
likely to be 31 percent below 2003. The five-year 
Washington Agreement limiting official gold sales 
was renewed in September—and so far, central 
bank sales haven’t even fulfilled the limited 
amount allowed under the Agreement. 

No doubt, part of this is public dismay at 
gold sales by their central banks. The UK News 
Telegraph recently ran a bitter article about 
Gordon Brown, chancellor of the Bank of England. 
The paper complained that he has cost the British 
taxpayer almost £1.5 billion, by selling 415 tons 
of the Bank’s gold reserves at a ridiculously low 
price a few years ago. (When the Bank announced 
the sales, it was a blatant attempt to bail out 
some banks that were short gold. Brown wanted 
to tank the gold market, and succeeded. But I 
knew it would only be temporary—the price would 
rebound and soar higher, and Brown would deeply 
regret his market-rigging. That day has come!)

There’s another reason supply is so tight. As 
I described last month, many mines have hedged 
their production. They’re now in deep trouble, and 
are trying to unwind their hedges. Gold used for de-
hedging is taken off the market, tightening supply 
further than it already is.

Overall, according to the World Gold Council, 
the gold supply has contracted sharply. It’s down 
22.4 percent since last year. Of course, that’s 
bullish for gold!

Reason #4: 
Coming Terrorist Attacks on the US

Back in August, I warned you that al-Qaeda 
was thinking about attacking the US before the 
Presidential election.

Obviously, they didn’t. And now we know 
why...
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Within the Muslim world, al-Qaeda is 
controversial. Some radicals cheered after the 9/11 
attacks. Others weren’t so sure. Islam forbids the 
murder of innocents, but al-Qaeda specializes in 
gruesome attacks on civilians—not soldiers.

Osama bin Laden argued that no Americans 
are “innocent victims.” Since we elect our leaders, 
we’re responsible for our government’s supposed 
“crimes against Muslims.” But still, other Muslims 
hesitated to support him.

Since November 9, that’s all changed. 
President Bush was re-elected, and this (according 
to the Muslims) means the American people have 
endorsed Bush’s “anti-Muslim agenda.” 

So Osama bin Laden now has the “green light” 
from the Arab world for further attacks on the 
US.

Yosseff Bodansky (the former director of the 
US Congressional Task Force on Terrorism and 
Unconventional Warfare) recently warned that an 
al-Qaeda attack with non-conventional weapons is 
coming. He said:

“All the warnings we have today 
indicate that a major strike—

something more horrible 
than anything we’ve seen before—

is all but inevitable.”

The “primary option” is a WMD (weapon of 
mass destruction). He said, “I do not have a crystal 
ball, but this is what all the available evidence 
tells us, we will have a bang.”

According to a new CIA report, al-Qaeda is 
very interested in CBRN (chemical, biological, 
radiological, and nuclear) weapons. Last year, a 
plot was discovered to use ricin toxin (twice as 
deadly as cobra venom) in an attack. They’re also 
interested in anthrax for “mass casualty attacks.” 

They’ve even met with Pakistani nuclear 
engineer Bashir al-Din Mahmoud to discuss using 
nukes.

This surprises many people. Our attacks on 
Afghanistan were meant to shut Osama down, and 
they did (for a little while). But now, according 
to the Wall Street Journal, al-Qaeda is back to 

“conducting business as usual.” One official said 
al-Qaeda has “much deeper benches than we 

imagined.”

Al-Qaeda is growing around the world. In 
Pakistan, government raids against al-Qaeda 
terrorists killed hundreds of civilians. Now the 
population is angry, and supporting al-Qaeda as 
a result. The Wall Street Journal quoted the chief 
of police in Karachi, Pakistan: he said al-Qaeda 
terrorist cells are “multiplying.” Surprisingly, 
educated middle-class Pakistanis run many of 
these new groups. His recent arrests include a 
cardiologist and an orthopedic surgeon!

More ominously, terrorist activity is increasing 
next door. Our border with Mexico has always 
been very porous, especially in Arizona: the Border 
Patrol estimates up to 800,000 illegal aliens slip 
into our country every year. (The Border Patrol 
only catches one in five.) Lately, there’s been a 
scary rise in OTMs (“Other Than Mexicans”): non-
Mexicans trying to sneak into America. Especially 
from the Middle East!

Back in June, the Tombstone Tumbleweed 
reported 53 Middle East men (from Iran and Syria) 
were captured trying to infiltrate.

Another report quoted a Border Patrolman:  
“We are experiencing a tremendous increase in 
OTMs…About one in every 10 that we catch is 
from a country like Yemen or Egypt.”

The article describes the capture of a group 
of 100 Iranians. 10 Egyptians were also caught—
each had paid $7,000 to be smuggled in. It also 
mentioned that a few days after 9/11, Mexican 
police caught 13 Yemenis waiting to cross into 
Arizona. The Yemenis had paid up to $30,000 per 
person to be smuggled in. (Other illegals have paid 
up to $50,000.)

Why are Iranians, Syrians, Yemenis, and other 
Middle Easterners trying to sneak into the US? 
More importantly, how are they paying $30,000 
to get in? You don’t pay $30 grand to go wash 
dishes in a restaurant. They’re being bankrolled 
by someone with deep pockets!

Other reports are increasing. The Telegraph 
said border agents have reported “dozens” of Arab 
men crossing the border. Even worse…

“Many non-Mexican 
illegal immigrants are released prior 

to a hearing with an immigration judge, 
which most fail to attend...
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“Almost 22,000 non-Mexican immigrants 
have been released pending a hearing 

since last October. Once released, 
they are free to travel on their own 

throughout the United States.”

Apparently the border is wide-open to illegal 
immigrants and smugglers. One report said, “The 
foot traffic is so heavy that the backcountry has 
the ambience of a garbage dump and smells like an 
outdoor privy. In places, the land is littered a foot 
deep with bottles, cans, soiled disposable diapers, 
sanitary napkins, panties, clothes, backpacks, 
human feces, used toilet paper, pharmacy bottles 
and syringes (the drug runners inject stimulants 
to keep their energy up).”

Eyewitness News 4 (Channel 4 in southeast 
Arizona) even sent a news crew out to investigate. 
The story began by showing a discarded Muslim 
prayer blanket found inside the border. In just one 
hour, the crew counted 198 illegals in 5 different 
groups sneaking in. (They called the Border Patrol, 
but nobody came.)

They quoted David Stoddard, a retired Border 
Patrol agent: “There are Middle Easterners coming 
across the border as we speak.” 

Many of these illegals are no doubt innocent, 
but some are definitely terrorists. According to 
the 9/11 commission report, al-Qaeda actually 
operates a “travel agency” in Latin America, to 
coordinate the smuggling-in of its agents. 

For example, Adnan el Shukrijumah (a Yemeni 
terrorist with a $4.5 million bounty on his head) has 
linked up with a Salvadoran gang in Honduras, to 
smuggle people into America. Mexican intelligence 
has identified at least 2 routes being used, and 
Hispanic gangs in US cities help bring them in.

Remember, al-Qaeda plans to use WMDs in 
their next attack. Time magazine reported that 
when Egyptian terrorist Sharif al-Masri was 
captured, he told of “al-Qaeda’s interest in moving 
nuclear materials from Europe to either the US 

or Mexico.” Mexico is the route to get “end-stage 
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear 
material” into the US. 

Back in August, I told you al-Qaeda wants to 
make “dirty bombs” (bombs to spread radioactivity), 
but the hard part is getting the nuclear material. I 
also said Russia’s nuclear waste would probably 
be the source. Now in Kyrgyzstan (formerly part 
of the Soviet Union), a man has been arrested for 
selling plutonium on the black market. 

This country has over 6 million cubic feet of 
radioactive uranium waste from the USSR, and 
there’s apparently an active market in it. No doubt 
terrorists have bought a lot of this nuclear material 
already—otherwise they wouldn’t be planning 
their smuggling routes for it through Mexico.

But dirty bombs are only one of many potential 
attacks. A few days ago, US Health and Human 
Services Secretary Tommy Thompson announced 
his resignation. At the news conference, he said: 

“For the life of me, 
I cannot understand why the terrorists 

have not attacked our food supply, 
because it is so easy to do.”

Terrorist attacks, if they happen, might be 
devastating. Protect yourself, and your family, as 
you are able. Financially, I recommend you protect 
yourself with gold. It’s the appropriate hedge for 
this kind of uncertainty. 

Reason #5: 
War in the Middle East

Terrorist attacks in the US are bad enough. 
But 2005 also might bring full-scale war in the 
Middle East—almost certainly involving chemical 
weapons, and maybe even nukes.

I’ve told you about Iran’s race for nuclear 
facilities. Iran doesn’t have nukes yet, but 
according to the Jerusalem Post, they’ll reach the 
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“point of no return” within 6 months.

You might have followed the standoff between 
Iran and Europe over this issue. Iran finally agreed 
to (temporarily) stop its uranium enrichment 
program, which can be used for weapons. But 
apparently this was a lie. 

Der Spiegel just reported Iran is working on 
a secret nuclear program despite their recent 
promises. They have a secret tunnel near an Isfahan 
facility for uranium enrichment.

Also, the National Council for Resistance (an 
Iranian anti-government group) claims Iran has a 
hidden nuclear plant below a development of luxury 
villas in Tehran. They also said Iran has bought 
weapons-grade uranium and the specific design for 
a nuclear bomb from an exiled Pakistani nuclear 
scientist (Abdul Qadeer Khan). 

Plus, Tehran has bought massive amounts of 
beryllium, a metal vital to the process of initiating 
the chain reactions needed to create nuclear weapons. 
While beryllium has civilian uses, investigators 
said (because of the amounts purchased, and other 
reasons) that “there is absolute certainty this metal 
is being used in a nuclear weapons development 
program.”

Remember, this is Iran—the inventor of 
nationally-sponsored terrorism, now building 
nuclear weapons. Deliberate mass-murder is part 
of their culture. For example, the Associated Press 
recently ran a story about an Iranian “aid group.” 
It said, “the 300 men filling out forms in the offices 
were offered three choices: Train for suicide attacks 
against US troops in Iraq, for suicide attacks against 
Israelis, or to assassinate British author Salman 
Rushdie.” 

The article said 30,000 volunteers have signed 
up so far, and 20,000 have been chosen for training. 
Imagine this society with nukes!

In past issues, I’ve told you Iran is even working 
on nuclear missiles. People doubted me, but 
Secretary of State Colin Powell recently caused a 
flap when he confirmed this to reporters.

Of course, the likely targets of these missiles 
(the Israelis) aren’t going to just sit and watch all 
this happen. I’ve told you the Israelis are planning 
to destroy the nuclear facilities before they’re 

finished—just like they took out Saddam Hussein’s 
nuclear plant in 1981. 

But now the Israelis are realizing this won’t be 
enough. Uzi Arad, the former director of Mossad’s 
Intelligence Division, recently said, “From a 
hypothetical point of view, one shouldn’t assume 
any attack would only target nuclear facilities. 
Other targets of significance to the Iranians could 
be attacked, including military bases, oil facilities, 
and certain industrial facilities…

“The Iranians shouldn’t make the 
assumption that just because they hide a 

few nuclear sites they are safe. 
There are enough targets to exact 

a very heavy price on Tehran.” 

So a broader war is coming in the Middle East, 
not just a single limited strike.

And the US might even join in. According to the 
Guardian, “Pentagon hawks have begun discussing 
military action against Iran to neutralize its 
nuclear weapons threat, including possible strikes 
on leadership, political, and security targets…The 
latest Pentagon gaming model involves strikes in 
support of regime change.” 

The article said this is causing “deep anxiety 
among officials in the UK, France, and Germany.”

Summary: the scenario I described back in the 
September issue is accelerating. Review that issue 
to see what will probably happen.

Conclusion: 
Protect Yourself!

2005 promises to be an interesting year. I think 
stocks and bonds are going to be blindsided by these 
events. 

On the other hand, I’m expecting gold to soar. Its 
recent highs are just the beginning. 

I expect the bullion, rare coins, and managed-
futures I’ve recommended to do very well. Get on 
board now!


